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Fraction families
Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Finding equivalent fractions within fraction families, e.g. quarters and eighths, 
thirds and sixths, fifths and tenths, sixths and twelfths. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Sketch a long line from 0 to 1 and draw marks above the line to show thirds. What fractions

should we write to go with these marks? Label 1/3, 2/3 and 3/3.
• Draw marks and labels to show 0, 1/6, and 2/6. Where should I draw 3/6? 4/6? 5/6? 6/6?

• Ask chn to look at fractions which are written in the same place. These are equivalent. They are
the same size.

• Sketch two pizzas. Divide one into thirds and the other into sixths. Point out that if you were to
eat 1/3 of the first pizza or 2/6 of the second pizza, this would be the same amount of pizza.

• Record the equivalences under the fraction line, e.g. 1/3 = 2/6.  These are the equivalent fractions
in the thirds and sixths family.

• Where is ½ on this line? So how many sixths are the same as one half? Record 1/2 = 3/6.
• Draw little marks between each sixth. What fractions do you think are at these little marks?

Agree that these are twelfths. One twelfth is half the size of one sixth. So how many twelfths are
the same as one sixth?

Up for a challenge?  
How many twelfths do you think are the same as one half? Show this on the line. How many twelfths 
are the same as one quarter? As one third?  

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn write equivalent fractions to go with a line of quarters and eighths, then a line of fifths

and tenths, and finally a line of sixths and twelfths.
• Go round the group and mark their equivalence statements as they write them, e.g. initially

after three examples.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, ask them to write as many fractions as they can which are equivalent to one half,
one quarter and one third.
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Things to remember 
Remember that there are lots of fractions which are equivalent to each other. Ask chn to look at one 
pair of fractions they found, e.g. 2/6 and 4/12. Both these are equivalent to one third. Ask chn what 
they notice about the top number (numerator) compared to the bottom number (denominator). The 
relationship between the top number and the bottom number must be the same, so if the top number 
is a third of the bottom number, the top number in the other fraction must also be a third of the 
bottom number if both fractions are to be equivalent to one third.  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Large piece of paper on which to

draw fraction line

Outcomes 
1. Chn can identify pairs of equivalent fractions on a

fraction line.
2. Chn begin to identify fractions which are equivalent

to ½, ¼ and 1/3, without the help of fraction line.



¼ = 2⁄8
¾ = 

What to do:

1. Label the quarters above this line. Label the eighths
below it.

Now write as many pairs of equivalent fractions as you can.

2. Label the fifths above this line. Label the tenths below it.

Now write as many pairs of equivalent fractions as you can.

3. Label the sixths above this line. Label the twelfths below it.

Now write as many pairs of equivalent fractions as you can.
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Fraction families 
Activity 1

Things you will need:
• A pencil

0  1 

0  1 

0    1 

Learning outcomes:
• I can identify pairs of equivalent fractions on a fraction line.
• I am beginning to identify fractions which are equivalent to ½, ¼ and ⅓, without the
help of fraction line.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Write as many fractions as you can which are 
equivalent to ½, ¼ and ⅓.
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